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- The Territory
- Urban Morphology

- A sociological Analysis
- About Cabanyal Intim
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The Neighborhood

El Cabanyal was originally a small fisherman village, charac-
terized by a clear E-W orientation due to its proximity to the 

coast and its block type based on the traditional Barraca. 

Due to the recent increase of sea tourism, a series of big 
hotel-like infrastructures have been built along the sea front 

creating a barrier between El Cabanyal and the sea front (dia-
gonal dashed fill).

Moreover; Its “heart”, more commonly known as “zona cero” 
(red dotted line) has been partially demolished and it is in rea-

lly bad conditions due to the PERI, or the plan of extending 
the big avenue Blasco Ibañez.

Thus, El Cabanyal has become an inbetween landscape that 
does not longer belong to the city neither to the sea.

CONTEXT (Territory)

00
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The Streets

The Barraca block type has also defined the later urban mor-
phology, which tries to resemble that peculiar grid pattern 

that the neighborhood has.

And It is also due to this organizational unit, that a clear bidi-
rectionality of circulation appears.

We can see A E-W axis based on pedestrian narrow streets 
that were traditionally used as the meeting space for the inha-
bitants of the area, and A N-S axis that acts as the movement 

direction for motorized traffic.  

Hence, the neighborhood, since its very begining, has always 
linked its architecture directly to the street, defining the uni-

que urbanism of the area.

Urban Morphology

Context (Aproximations)

Original Configuration of the Block

Development of the urban Block

East-West Pedestrian Type

Street Tipologies

North-South Motorized Street

Public infrastructure and space in El Cabañal

Llamosí/ Cap de 
França

Old ditches

Calle del Progreso 
(Bicycle street)

Calle Justo Vilar 
(Pedestrian street)

Calle de Escalante 
(Typical street)

Avenida del Mediterráneo 
(Main street)

Calle Doctor Lluch
 (Main street with metro-tram)

Car parking

Bicycle lanes

Pedestrian streets

El Cabañal

Cañamelar

8,4

Public infrastructure and space in El Cabañal

Llamosí/ Cap de 
França

Old ditches

Calle del Progreso 
(Bicycle street)

Calle Justo Vilar 
(Pedestrian street)

Calle de Escalante 
(Typical street)

Avenida del Mediterráneo 
(Main street)

Calle Doctor Lluch
 (Main street with metro-tram)

Car parking

Bicycle lanes

Pedestrian streets

El Cabañal

Cañamelar

8,4

10.5

5.60

Actual Urban Configuration

Context (Aproximations)
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The Decandence

The area has suffered a series of different events that caused its 
late decadence and disconnection to its surroundings. 

 They started with a fire in 1875 that particially destroyed the 
original barracas.

In XIX Century, it became a place of tourist interest which 
meant the construction of many new infrastructure along the 
sea front, blocking the views for the old fisherman neighbor-

hood.

And lastly, in 1986 the plan of extending Blasco Ibañez was 
approved meaning the demolition of over 1500 houses. 

This last event let to the creation of a series of local iniciatives 
to fight against its implementation; and so, what we know as 

Cabanyal nowadays.

It is then a neighborhood characterized by these iniciatives 
which are mainly based on expressing the character of the 

area through the use of performing arts.
Art as a fighting tool.

A Sociological Analysis

Context (Aproximations)

El Cabanyal threaten by Tourism

Its central area has been demolished IN DECADENCE

One of the most dangerous neighborhoods

Context (Aproximations)

00
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Aproximations to the Main Program

The neighborhood was crying out for help so as not to be 
destroyed; and in the heat of this situation iniciatives such as 
Cabanyal Intim were born to make El Cabanyal visible and to 

give voice to the voiceless to express that they belong to the 
city as a fundamental part of it.

This Iniciative is an urban and proximity festival focused on 
the performing arts of an intimate, close and experimental 

nature that started in 2011.

This Festival offers a new stage for the neighborhood and its 
contemporary shows with the aim of promoting a dialogue 

between the emerging theater culture and the idiosyncrasy of 
a neighborhood, its history and its inhabitants.

However, in 2019 the festival lost its main space and so, it was 
going to dissapear.

About Cabanyal Intim

00

Context (Aproximations) Context (Aproximations)
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(Intro to the Narrative)PROLOGUE

From El Cabanyal 1.0 to Entre Barrios
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Cabanyal 1.0 was a small fisherman village with an architecture and social life directly link to its streets

Prologue (Intro to the Narrative)

Cabanyal 1.0 was a small fisherman village with an architecture and social life directly link to its streets

With the different events that the neighborhood has experience, the Cabanyal that we now know is not 
longer characterized by its lively social streets

01
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Cabanyal 1.0 was a small fisherman village with an architecture and social life directly link to its streets

With the different events that the neighborhood has experience, the Cabanyal that we now know is not 
longer characterize by its lively social streets

But rather it is now known for its decadent and empty streets

Prologue (Intro to the Narrative)

Cabanyal 1.0 was a small fisherman village with an architecture and social life directly link to its streets

With the different events that the neighborhood has experience, the Cabanyal that we now know is not 
longer characterize by its lively social streets

But rather it is now known for its decadent and empty streets

Entre Barrios is the possible new relink of its architecture to the streets, emphasizing again the 
theatrical aspects of daily life as Cabanyal Intim has always try to do. 

It is about giving a new house to this beautiful iniciative.

Prologue (Intro to the Narrative)

01



22 23Plot (Manifesto)

ENTRE BARRIOS (All That Jazz)
Broadway

(A celebration of the theatrical aspect of daily life)

Entre Barrios is a 600 m street intervention that aims to create an 
unified ground for the life of Broadway to happen. 

It is a way of reinventing the idea of the street so as to understand it 
as the contemporary stage of the spectacle of public life. 

In that sense, all the new elements will celebrate the public life by 
lifting the built space up to generate spaces where planned or im-

promptu street performances can happen.

The Street Maria Cuber is the limit line between three adjacent nei-
ghborhoods that due to different events that the area has undergo-

ne, have been disconnected from one another. 
And so, the intervention aims to reconnect them through the use 

of “the Broadway life”.

Through the implementation of a series of new pavers, a “shared 
surface” extends the pedestrian space and provides a network of 
crucial public spaces around and below the different built elements 
so as to help formal and informal perfomances colonize the space.

It is like going back to Broadway in the XIX century, a degraded 
neighborhood that with the magic of performing arts created a 

street full of life, core of Cabanyal Intim. 

This Local Inniciative aims to higlight the different intangible as-
sets that the neighborhood has. And this is exactly what the diffe-
rent built elements aim to do. It is not only the theatre what charac-
terizes the neighborhood but also their ability to create locally all 

the  pieces shown during the festival. 
Hence, each built element helps the locals develop each one of the 

thousands parts that the creation of a play entails. 

In that sense, the street is not only a manifestation of the public life 
but also a whole play in itself. 

What this proposal aims to do is help the neighborhood potentiate 
their image and so, its tourist potential while giving to the local 
community a series of services that the neighborhood is lacking in 
an attempt to extend the infrastructure at street level (connectivity, 
green spaces and open ground floors) but also at building levels 
(sports areas, reading or study areas and a neighborhood asocia-

tion centre).

Entre Barrios anticipates the future of urbanism by proposing to 
experience a change of habit in the use of streets as a way to recog-
nize and perform the beauty of daily life; to highlight the teatrical 

aspect of our being.

Plot (Manifesto)

02
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(Concept and Strategy)ACT 01

Re-connect, Re-generate, Re-program

- Re-Connect
- Re-Generate
- Re-Program

- Tourist Potential



600 m
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03

A Street Intervention

As seen before El cabanyal is suffering a Clear decadence due 
to the lack of street development in the E-W axis, and the many 

proposed infrastructural projects around it that caused:
First, the lost of their sea front and,

Second, the enclosure of this neighborhood to its surrounding 
areas, becoming an in-between landscape.  

Hence, Entre Barrios is a 600 meter street intervention located 
in the political border between the three neighborhoods 

(Carrer Maria Cuber) as a way to reconnect them.

The Street is also the connecting line between two main Hots-
pots, Marritim-Serreria Tranportation Hub (one of the bussiest 
stations of the area) and the Marina (a public space focused on  
leisure and entretaiment)and so, it has the potential to become 

a powerful and lively venue.

RE-Connect



Extending the Public Infrastructure

The aim of the project is to use the empty plots along the Street 
that now are fenced and, inaccessible to create an unified 

ground of different built interventions.

Hence, the proposal with the use of those empty plots tries to 
extend the public infrastructure in terms of connectivity, green 
spaces and open ground floors so as to regenerate the image of 

the neighborhood. 

RE-Generate

Connectivity
By extending the existing 
bike path, a new mode 
of transportation facili-
tates the coordination 

of the different elements 
within the site

Existing

Proposal

Green Areas
The neighborhood lacks 

quality green space 
and these great number 
empty fenced plots can 

solve this issue

Public GF Plan
This street in particular has a 

big problem regarding empty 
plots wich also degrade the 

image of the area. 
Hence, by using those plots the 
GF can be liberated so as to 
also expand the public realm

28 29Act 01 (Concept and Strategy) Act 01 (Concept and Strategy)

03



30-70 Ratio

RE-Program

30 31Act 01 (Concept and Strategy) Act 01 (Concept and Strategy)

03

(The street as a mechanism in itself)

In that sense, 30% of this new infrastructure is going to be dedicated to the local community with a series of uses 
that the community is lacking nowadays; while, 70% will be looking to bring “a piece of broadway” into el Cabanyal, 

thanks to the potentiation of an existing theatrical local inicitiave known as Cabanyal Intim.

There will be two main theatres located in the Landmarks and so, at the begining and at the end of the street and, a 
central one, smaller and more focused on the traditional format of the Festival (microtheatre).

The rest of the built interventions (Urban Plug-ins) will contain complementary programs to the theatre in such way 
that the plays are designed, produced and finally showcased utterly within the street.

Hence, the street (organized in three areas, design-production-show) grows into a place where everything is interna-
lly designed, produced and showcased, becoming a mechanism in itself.
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SITE AXONOMETRIC 1:500

Act 01 (Concept and Strategy)
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SITE PLAN 1:1500

Act 01 (Concept and Strategy)

03



Theatre as a catalyst activity

(Almagro as a case study)

Festivals are an important part of touurism and occupy a spe-
cial place in each culture. They are considered an instrument 

for cultural and touristic development.
Thus, rather than just activating a depressed area with mass 
tourism, it is about doing it following some sustainable and 

resilient model such as the one used in Almagro.

The Classical Theatre Festival of Almagro is then a great exam-
ple on how theatre can be a catalyst activity. 

It is considered an unforgetable cultural experience that re-
ceives over 70.000 visitors every year and generates a great 

amount of local activity. 

Hence, by using Cabanyal Intim, an already existing Theatre 
Festival, the neighborhood can become a place for performan-
ces but also a meeting point for professionals, creators and spe-
cialist on the field while re-generating the economic activity of 
the area around performing arts and other disciplines along 

these lines.

TOURIST POTENTIAL

CHANGE OF IMAGEIndirect

Local Development

Cultural Growth

euros collected 
only with ticket selling

Visitants to the festival

Ocupation Rate

New activities 

The Classical THEATRE Festival of ALMAGRO Festival

CABANYAL INTIM

Value

590.000 70.000 

98,2%

Statistics

+

This festival was born as a fighting art for the locals, it is social and political. However, 
now it has been formalized as an urban festival about scenic experiences that recreate 

an itinerary through the neighborhood.

36 37Act 01 (Concept and Strategy) Act 01 (Concept and Strategy)
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04

(The New Limit Line)ACT 02

Urban Activation

- Shared Surface of Pavers
-Broadway life on the Street
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40 41Act 02 (The New Limit Line)

The street as the Stage of Public Life

The reconstruction of this street transforms a car-oriented 
street into a world class civic space, introducing a “shared sur-
face” of new pavers that extends the pedestrian space and pro-
vides crucial public spaces around and/or below the different 

new built elements. 
By elevating with different street pavements the road, the for-
mal distinction between spaces for pedestrians, vehicle or bikes 
is blurred and so, the street becomes a space shared by everyo-
ne making the vehicle a guest and the pedestrian the main user.

The design of these new spaces empowers people to move in a 
natural and comfortable way creating a series of plazas where 
street performances can easily occur and colonize the space.

It is a way of reimagining this limit line as a space that does 
not longer separate but rather unites neighborhoods, modes of 

transportation and locals with tourists.

Shared Surface of Pavers

Act 02 (The New Limit Line)

04
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Celebrating the Public Life

This 600 m street intervention aims to create an unified ground 
which celebrates the public life.

The buildings are then lifted from the Ground so as to create  
covered public plazas or spaces for this informal performances. 
The Street in that sense, becomes a Stage, full of lights, signs 

and people performing its own life.

The space is designed in such way that it facilitates gatherings 
and meetings of locals and tourist to share their stories. 

Broadway Life to the Street

Act 02 (The New Limit Line)

04

Act 02 (The New Limit Line)
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Coverd Public Plaza under the Landmark



(Understanding the System)ACT 03

Up in the Air

- System Logics

05
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Up in the Air

(Scalability and Adaptability as main drivers)

The definition of the building system is such that it can be 
applied to both scales (urban plug-in and landmark) indefe-
rently, aiming to maximize the surface area and to accomodate 

the great variety of uses that the proposal introduces.

Hence, the services cores are placed on the sides obtaining open 
floors or megafloors giving maximun flexibility to the plan and 
also allowing the building to be lifted from the ground and so, 
generating that networks of covered public plazas for formal or 
informal performances. Despite the flexible open floors, some 
programmatic boxes with scalable sizes will be placed for the 

more permanent or neccesary uses.

In terms of use organization, the circulation of uses becomes 
this processional path from more polyvalent/informal uses to 

more defined/formal space. 

Thus, taking the Landmak´s use distribution as the example, 
the traditional theatre (with a fixed organization) remains at 
the very top while the sociocultural floors (most polivalent 
ones) remain at the bottom. Both general uses encounter each 
other at the centre of the building where the administration of 

both takes pace all together.

THE SYSTEM LOGICS

Act 03 (Understanding the System)

05

Act 03 (Understanding the System)
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05

Act 03 (Understanding the System)

Cover Public Plaza under the Landmark
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(Design Development)ACT 04

The Landmark as an Example of the System

- Planimetry  (plans, sections, elevations)
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Un Teatro en Altura (ON AIR)

(Planimetry of the Landmark)

A basement for technical equipment is placed so as to liberate 
the roof top for open air events to take place; while the ground 
floor carefully modifies the existing landscape of the street to 

create a space for informal or formal events. 

This is then, the first space you encounter when “entering” the 
building, a big open public plaza that receives the spectators 

before accessing the main theatre.

On the other hand, the neighborhood association floor plans 
leave most of the floor plan for temporary and polyvalent uses.
While having some fixed programmatic boxes to coordinate 
and arrange the building´s life. But when it comes to the thea-
tre program, the use conquers the entire open plan to obtain 
the maximum capacity possible given the small surface area, 

providing some mezzanines for technical equipment.
  
The elevations clearly show the different materiality following 
its uses and becoming storefronts of the public life. In them you 
can already start to get a glimpse of how this intervention does 
not only activate its interiors but also its surrounding areas. 
In section, you can perceive the activation of the interiors but 
also how the uses occupy a double height with mezzanines for 
the socio cultural area and the full double or even triple height 

floors when it comes to the theatre.

It is in these interior spaces where you will find yourself su-
rrounded by the openness and simplification of the architectu-
re that makes room for the elegant and at the same time sassy 

broadway life that the theatre entails. 

THE LANDMARK

Act 04 (The Landmark)

06
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NORTH FACADE 1:150
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WEST FACADE 1:150 EAST FACADE 1:150

68 69Act 04 (The Landmark) Act 04 (The Landmark)
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SECTION A-A´ 1:150

70 71Act 04 (The Landmark) Act 04 (The Landmark)
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SECTION B-B´ 1:150
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Black Box Theatre Format (3rd Floor Plan)
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(Structural Description)ACT 05

A Hanging System

- Structural System
- Structural Floor Plans
- Construction Process

- Shear Wall Description and Details
- Truss Description and Details
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A Hanging System

(The structure as a clear response of the system logics)

The structure clearly responds to the system needs and so, it 
consists on two in situ reinforced concrete cores acting as shear 
walls to support a big metallic truss from where a hanging sys-

tem will carry the structure of all the different floors. 

Each Floor is then braced with a contour UPN profile that is 
attached to all the cable connectors and to the concrete cores.
The truss is connected to the shear walls by embedding two 
steel profiles in them so as to be able to ensure an easy and 

durable connection between the two. 

All the elements of the truss also follows this idea of easy and in 
situ construction (bolted connections) so as to make these last 

steps of the process cheaper and more controlled.

STRUCTURAL SYSTEM

07

Act 05 (Structural Description)

STRUCTURAL AXONOMETRIC

6

5
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STRUCTURAL FLOOR PLANS
The Floor structure is based on steel profiles that create a two way spanning system so as to transfer the 
load to both concrete cores and the cable structure. 

 

07

Act 05 (Structural Description)
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CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

07

Act 05 (Structural Description)



Detail 1
1:25

Detail 2
1:25

Detail 3
1:25

Structural Plan

84 85Act 05 (Structural Description)

CONCRETE CORE DESCRIPTION 
Reinforcement-Elements

These two Reinforced Concrete Cores  are the 
only point that takes all the loads down to the 
ground and so, they are considered as shear walls.

Both concrete cores have exterior walls with a 
thickness of around 50 cm and interior walls with 
a thickness of 30-35 cm. The perimeter walls are 
reinforced with steel bars of 20 mm as diameter 

and are located every 20 cm. 

Moreover in their interior corners they have four 
HEA-300 profiles embeded so as to ensure and 
easy and durable connection to the belt truss 

(main horizontal structural element). 

07

Act 05 (Structural Description)



Detail 1
1:25

Detail 2
1:25

Detail 3
1:25

Truss Elevation

86 87Act 05 (Structural Description)

TRUSS DEFINITION 
Dimension-Elements-Connections

The top belt truss supports all the hanging floors 
and so, it has the following dimensions: a height 

of 6.4 m and a length of 19 m.

The elements that compose it are, for top and bo-
ttom chords IPE-400 and for the tensile members 

(diagonal and vertical) double UPE-400. 

From this truss an anchor and pin base plate with 
a steel jaw supports a steel cable of 14 cm of dia-

meter that holds the different floor elements. 

07

Act 05 (Structural Description)
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07

Act 05 (Structural Description)

Reception Space (2nd Floor Plan)



ACT 06 (Materiality)
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Open Code Building

- Materiality Strategy
- N-S Facade Composition

- E Facade Composition
- W Facade Composition
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Open Code Building

North Facade West Facade South Facade East Facade

The four facades of the building offer three different variations 
according to its orientation and use.

Hence, the N and S facades are more open and permeable as 
both have an strategic orientation; one looking to the harbour, 
main point of activity around and the other looking to the pro-

posal, area developed as public space. 

On the other side, the E and W facades are partly or fully used 
as service and circulation cores. Thus, the W facade has only  
half of it used as a service area and so, covered with translu-
cent polycarbonate; and the E facade is fully occuppied by the 
service area and so, it is used as a “action facade” covered with 

screens to call people´s attention. 

MATERIALITY

Act 06(Materiality)

08

Pre-lacquered Perforated Steel

ETFE Cushions

Glass

Seen Concrete

Translucent Polycarbonate

LED Screen

Private

Semi-Public

Public

Services Areas

Access Stairs

Action Facade

Act 06(Materiality)
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SECTION 1:100 ELEVATION 1:100

1ST FLOOR PLAN 1:100

3RD FLOOR PLAN 1:100

4TH FLOOR PLAN 1:100

94 95Act 06(Materiality)

NORTH-SOUTH FACADE 
Detailed Plan, Section and Elevation

These two Facades are based on a Hybrid Curtain Wall facade that uses glass for the 
bottom areas, ETFE cushions for the middle part and pre-lacquered perforated steel 

panels for the top part. 

The curtain Wall structure continues on the Roof terrace so as to create a canopy 
structure from where plants will hang and create some shading. 

In this top area some parts will be open with glass so as to frame views to the urban 
landscape around. 

08

Act 06(Materiality)
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NORTH-SOUTH FACADE 
Selected Details

Act 06(Materiality)

08

Act 06(Materiality)
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NORTH-SOUTH FACADE 
Axonometric View

Act 06(Materiality)

E

08

Act 06(Materiality)



The West Facade contains one service and circula-
tion core, offering another material palette to the 

envelope of the building.

It uses translucent polycarbonate sheets to enclose 
the stairs area so as to allow light and air to come in 

naturally.  

ELEVATION 1:100

SECTION 1:100

-1 FLOOR PLAN 1:100

1ST FLOOR PLAN 1:100

100 101Act 06(Materiality)

WEST FACADE
 Detailed Plan, Section and Elevation

08

Act 06(Materiality)



WEST FACADE 
Selected Details

Act 06(Materiality) Act 06(Materiality)

08
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EAST FACADE 
Exploded Axonometric View

Act 06(Materiality)

The East Facade is the most affected by the services areas. 
However, it becomes an “action facade”, full of screens and 
lights that call people to the performance.

The structure of these screens is steel based on bolted con-
nections to the concrete wall, as it does the structure of the 
emergency stairs (based on the NY model).

08

Act 06(Materiality)
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Act 06(Materiality)

End of “ENTRE BARRIOS” Street



ACT 07 (Sustainability Strategy)

09

Passive Facade System

- Sustainability Strategy
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Passive Facade System

(The Curtain Wall Facade as part of the sustainability strategy)

The operable glass panels of the North and South facades are 
able to obtain cross ventilation for the either summer or win-
ter days and so, help the heating and cooling systems (radiant 
floor and HVAC System) cool down or heat up the different 

Floors. 

On the other hand, the ETFE Cushions have two different va-
riations for summer or winter as each of the cushion is com-
posed by two different layer with opposite patterns that allow 
the light tramittance to vary according to the different seasons.
However, they are still able to reflect fully the UV rays on both 

seasons.

Summer: As the Solar radiation is high, the internal layer is 
fully inflated making coincide the two patterns and so, closing 
the external layer of the cushions. This allows only up to 55% of 
the light to get inside the building, acting as a shading system.

Winter: By deinflating the internal layer, the two opposite pat-
terns do not  coincide and so, do not close the external surface 

of the cushion obtaining up to 88% of light inside.

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY

09

Act 07(Sustainability Strategy)



ACT 08(Flexibility of the system)

The Urban Plug-in

10

- The Urban Plug-in System Adaptation
 - Urban Plug-in 01
 - Urban Plug-in 02



Urban Plug-in 01

Urban Plug-in 02

Urban Plug-in 01 and 02

(Scalability and Adaptability as main drivers)

This system for the built elements, however,  does not only 
work for the landmarks but it can also be applied to the urban 
plug-ins. Its application to the smaller units is able to generate 
a network of covered public plazas along the street that help ce-
lebrate that theatrical aspect of daily life and that also provide 

quality public spaces.

In the case of the Urban Plug-in 01 and 02, the circulation core 
is not located on a side due to the small size of the plot, but ra-
ther within the street. This creates a exterior circulation leaving 
the entire floor plan for the uses assigned (Fabrication Lab plus 

Library and Tailoring Lab and Sports area, respectively).

When looking at their ground floors, the fact that one of the 
cores is shifted also produces a greater public plaza that does 
not only entail the building area but also the space between the 

building and that core. 

In section this shifted core generates rich public spaces that 
thanks to its proximity to the existing built environment and 
the disposition of street lights and neon signs, can form a 

screnning area or just a small gathering space.

THE URBAN PLUG-IN 
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Urban Plug-in 01Urban Plug-in 02

LONGITUDINAL SECTION 1:350

GROUND FLOOR PLAN 1:350
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URBAN PLUG-IN 01

URBAN PLUG-IN 02

TRANSVERSAL SECTION 1:150

TRANSVERSAL SECTION 1:150
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URBAN PLUG-IN 01

1ST FLOOR PLAN 1:150

2ND FLOOR PLAN 1:150

MEZZ. 2ND FLOOR PLAN 1:150

ROOF FLOOR PLAN 1:150
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URBAN PLUG-IN 02

MEZZ. 2ND FLOOR PLAN 1:150

ROOF FLOOR PLAN 1:150
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Landmark seen from the terrace of the Urban Plug-in 02



ACT 09 (Model Images)

Entre Barrios Strip
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SITE MODEL
Street Intervention
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LANDMARK MODEL
Main Architectural Element 
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DETAILED SECTIONAL MODEL
Technical Description of the Landmark
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Act 09(Model Images)

Bird´s Eye Perspective 



(Urban References)

- Time Square Redesign, New York
 Snohetta

- Downtown Crossing Plaza, Boston
 Howeler + Yoon

(Building References)

- Centro de Investigation de Nueva Generacion, Cane
Bruther

- Centro Cultural y Deportivo, Saint-Blaise
 Bruther

- MediaTIC
Enric Luis Geli and Cloud9

- Edificio Castelar
Rafael de la Hoz

- Torre Cepsa
Norman Foster

-Condensador Publico
Muoto

-Centro Pompidou 
Renzo Piano-Richard Rogers

- Wyly Theatre
OMA-REX

ANNEX
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